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MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, RECEIVED IN THE CITY OF
FRANKFURT, GERMANY, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

Like the singing of the birds that praise the Most High, dear children, today I proclaim the Sacred
Words of God so that all inner worlds may hear them.

Thus, from Heaven, I descend to the Earth to be among My children and bring to each of them what
they need as aid and relief for this intense moment of purification.

For this reason, I descend once again upon Germany, and this descent of your Heavenly Mother also
has repercussions in the other sister nations of Europe, which are touched by the Mercy of God so
that souls may awaken to the encounter with their divine and spiritual reality.

This is the time in which God grants to the world not only the flow of His Peace, but also the Work
of His Mercy, so that there may truly be a change in human consciousness. A change that may help
to relieve the planet and everything that the Kingdoms of Nature receive from the humanity of the
surface.

Dear children, thus, for the first time, your Heavenly Mother comes to the city of Frankfurt to the
encounter with good souls, souls that must forever erase their past, their history and their suffering
so that the flower of God may be born again, so that it may illuminate again the essence of each of
My children who, in service and charity to God, by means of fraternity, will be able to help change
the world, will be able to conceive in themselves this consciousness that humanity needs to have at
this time to learn to listen to God and to fulfill His purpose in this Universe.

My children, I come determined so that Europe may be able to open, even more, the doors to the
Hierarchy, just as Germany has done, by receiving and welcoming the Sacred Hearts with love. This
will also elevate the spirit of the Church and will allow, by means of its mystical body, that the
fruits of the conversion of humans may grant to the world a longer time of peace.

Thus, today, your Heavenly Mother is present in Frankfurt because it is one of the places of
Germany that has been contemplated by the Divinity to carry out the Works of God that will
spiritually benefit Germany and the rest of Europe.

Therefore, through the light of the Mirror of My Heart, I come to ignite, by means of prayer, the
light of the mirror of each heart so that in this cycle an important network of divine communication
may be established between the essences and My maternal Heart.

All this will be possible by the continuous faith and prayer of all, effects that will have
repercussions on the planet and in its humanity.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


